Strategies for Economic Improvement in Appalachia’s Distressed Rural Counties

5 Comparative Analysis
5.0 Introduction
Each of the ten counties in this study is unique and has its own story to tell. For some counties, economic
progress has come more through chance events and luck than through some deliberate strategy. The current
boom in Greene County, PA, is the product of shale gas extraction, and Pendleton County, WV, relies on a
small military installation to sustain its economy. In other cases, regional strategies or large infrastructure
investments have played a vital role in building a viable economy. Lawrence County, AL, and Pike County,
KY, are examples of federal interventions that transformed a community and sparked economic growth.
Likewise, barriers to local economic growth are also quite varied. Some areas, such as Calhoun County, WV,
seem to be cursed by location. Others, such as Noxubee County, MS, carry an overwhelming historical
burden. Policies, at both the state and federal level also appear to play a role. A lack of broadband, an
inability to secure matching funds, and tax and alcohol policies all serve to deter growth in some areas.
Mechanisms designed to level the playing field for rural areas, such as Local Development Districts,
perform inconsistently when applied to the poorest and most rural communities.
Even though these counties vary considerably, they also share a number of important characteristics. A
comparison of all ten counties demonstrates a number of important trends. Education, leadership and
health care, for example, all play important roles in the economic development of an area. The counties also
shared a number of common concerns, especially problems related to youth retention and drug abuse.
Lastly, all counties in this study share a common spirit of resilience and innovation. Every county can claim
some noteworthy effort to improve their community. Local residents and officials, often operating
independently, have undertaken projects to create jobs, build leaders, engage youth, and attract tourists.
Often, perhaps out of necessity, the most innovative and inspiring efforts have come from the distressed
counties. In most cases, these efforts serve as models for application in other Appalachian communities.
This chapter will examine some of these important trends, assess common issues, and illustrate programs
and efforts being conducted across the region. The discussion will gauge the impact of ARC investments,
interventions, and regional strategies on these ten representative case studies covering 21 indicator topics.
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5.1 Population Trends
Conventional wisdom suggests that successful counties add residents and distressed counties lose
residents. In this case, however, that assumption is not always upheld. Just four of the ten counties –
Lawrence (AL), Avery (NC), Johnson (TN), and Morgan (OH) - have shown a population increase since 1990.
Of these, only the increases in Avery and Lawrence Counties appear significant. Johnson’s increase is
largely due to their convict population, and Morgan grew by less than 100 residents over two decades. Even
Avery’s growth is debatable, as the county hosts both college students and a large number of part-time
citizens whose residency may have more to do with tax codes than actual occupancy status.
Surprisingly, two non-distressed counties, Pike, KY, and Pendleton, WV, experienced significant population
declines in the past twenty years. Pendleton’s decline is likely understated due to the number of military
personnel in the county. Even Greene County, PA, has seen a slight decline in spite of an economic boom
and a local college population.
A number of factors help explain this trend. A lack of opportunities, for both work and recreation, play a
significant role. This is especially true among youth. Youth retention is cited as a major concern for all ten
counties, and all study communities complained of a “brain drain.” Rising energy costs may also play a
role, as residents of many communities are facing long commutes, flat wages, and rising costs of living.
Figure 5-1: Population averages for distressed and non-distressed study counties, 1900-2009
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In some areas, particularly Kentucky, tax policies play an important role. There, higher income residents
moved to communities in adjacent states seeking relief from income and personal property taxes.
Interestingly, however, this was not the case in Avery County, NC. Though adjacent to Tennessee, local
officials reported that outmigration to the adjacent low-tax state was not an issue. Residents of the more
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affluent and better educated county appear to prefer the schools and amenities found in North Carolina to
the lower taxes in nearby Tennessee.
The trend towards declining populations represents a serious threat to the development of rural
communities. It is difficult to see how communities that constantly lose residents can experience sustained
economic growth. Urbanization, a characteristic of modern Appalachia, will likely continue at the expense of
rural communities. Rising energy costs, changes in health care access, the need for broadband access, and
the rise of retail supercenters will likely accelerate this trend. Changes in the nation’s energy portfolio,
such as the adoption of limited-range electric vehicles, may also increase the rate of urbanization.
Government policies, including ARC efforts, may contribute to this trend. Growth centers, industry clusters,
and supply chains that encourage the concentration of resources seem to be predicated on an assumption of
affordable transportation. These policies, however, do not necessarily guarantee growth. Pike County, KY,
an early beneficiary of ARC’s growth center strategy, lost 10% of its population over the past two decades.
Tax records suggest that while the county continues to attract small numbers of migrants from more rural
surrounding counties, it loses even more residents to larger urban areas, such as Louisville and
Lexington.108
To date, none of these counties have found a proven answer to the problem of youth retention. Programs
tied to career development and entrepreneurship, however, appear to hold promise. Morgan County’s
incubator project, Avery County’s business development programs, and Lawrence County’s agricultural
education partnership with Auburn University all have the potential to create home-grown opportunities for
local youth. As these programs continue to develop and move forward, they should be evaluated as models
for other rural communities in the region.
Another important population trend is the lack of racial diversity found in most of the study communities.
Aside from the Southern subregion, study communities are over 90% white and many young people grow up
with little or no direct exposure to people from many other races, cultures, or belief systems. Many
residents acquire their perceptions of other races, religions, or ethnic groups through mass media or
outmoded parental views. Isolated communities also face challenges when working with an increasingly
diverse business community. Calhoun County, WV, for example, is among the poorest and most isolated
communities in this study. One of the two restaurants in the county seat of Grantsville was the Koffee Kup
Kafe - known locally as “the KKK.” That colloquialism, probably coined with no ill intent, would likely be
viewed as offensive to many outsiders and could easily deter future investment.109
This lack of exposure has cultural consequences, and survey participants from across the entire region
complained about racism in their communities. Conversations with community leaders, however, suggest
108

John Bruner, “Where Americans Are Moving,” http://www.forbes.com/2010/06/04/migration-moving-wealthyinteractive-counties-map.html
109

The Koffee Kup Kafe, a long-time community fixture, ceased operation in May 2011. “Two Restaurants Close in Grantsville Locals Complain about Void,” Hur Herald Online, May 21, 2011,http://www.hurherald.com/cgibin/db_scripts/articles?Action=user_view&db=hurheral_ articles&id=44308.
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that these perceptions may also havve economic consequences. Young peoplee from these communities often
have diffficulty coping with diverse academic
a
or work environmeents.

5.2 Location
L
and Access
In econoomic developm
ment, as in reaal estate, locaation matters. Rural communities located near urban areas
or majorr employment centers enjoyy a decided com
mpetitive advaantage. Amongg study countiies, this beneffit is
clearest in Lawrence County,
C
AL. Thhe community’s proximity too Huntsville, Muscle Shoalss, and other north
Alabamaa cities has prroven to be a significant factor in the county’s success. Likewise, PPendleton County,
WV, bennefits from its location near Harrisonburg, VA, and Averyy County from its closeness tto Boone, NC.
These thhree exampless also help illustrate the valuue of transporttation access. While ADHS CCorridor V did not,
by itselff, transform Laawrence Countty, it did allow
w the communiity to fully cappitalize on its main competiitive
advantage - its locattion. Avery annd Pendleton counties, in contrast, appear constraineed by the narrrow
winding roads that connnect them to their urban neeighbors and aare not able to fully exploit ttheir location.
Yet, justt as this studyy has shown the importancee of roads andd location, it aalso reveals thhe limits of thhese
assets. Location and access, by themselves, do not guarante e success. Greeene County, PA, for example,
enjoys an
a optimal locaation on an Interstate betweeen Pittsburghh, PA, and Morrgantown, WVV. From the couunty
seat of Waynesburg,
W
it
i is a forty minute Interstatte drive to a m
major city, seveeral large reseearch universitties,
and a major
m
airport. The county, however, doees not appearr to have bennefitted signifficantly from this
location and its recentt success appeears to be tied more to gas drilling than anny urban relationships.

5
Responsees for the surveey question, “How
“
likely is eeach item an oobstacle for ecconomic growthh in
Figure 5-2:
your couunty?” (Very Likely=-2,
L
Likeely=-1, Unsurre=0, Likely=1,, Very Likely=22)
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The most glaring example of these limits, however, is seen in Noxubee County, MS. By all accounts,
Noxubee County should be a thriving community. It is located along a modern four-lane highway between
three growing cities. Just minutes from a the state’s land-grant university, the county is less than a half
day’s drive to the Gulf of Mexico ports of Mobile, Biloxi, and New Orleans - close enough for easy access,
but outside of the significant hurricane damage zone.
Yet, despite these advantages, the community languishes due to antiquated racial customs, class divisions,
political infighting, and low levels of educational attainment. The county offers a compelling argument that
transportation improvements alone are not sufficient to transform an economy and that such investments
should be predicated upon or accompanied by other much needed reforms.
Some study communities illustrate the unintended consequences of highway improvements. The
Cumberland Gap Tunnel, for example, has brought many benefits to Bell County, KY. The tunnel, as
intended, has increased tourism, improved retail sales, and reduced traffic fatalities. Local officials admit,
however, that the tunnel has also contributed to the exodus of some residents from their county.
Road construction may also lead to other regional impacts. Roads that benefit some communities may lead
to economic decline in others, creating a state of “windfalls and wipeouts.” Completion of ADHS Corridor V
through Lawrence County, AL, for example, led to the development of a Wal-Mart Supercenter in Moulton.
This growth clearly benefitted the community, but local officials readily admitted this growth occurred at
the expense of neighboring counties. These policies, which contribute to the development of trade centers,
clusters, and supply chains, may also contribute to the depopulation of more rural areas.

5.3 Downtowns
Road improvements can prove detrimental to historic downtowns. Communities in this study like Moulton,
AL, and Pineville, KY, have clearly benefitted from highway improvements, but these gains have occurred at
the expense of their downtown and courthouse square areas. In fact, the most viable and appealing
downtowns in this study, Newland, NC, and McConnelsville, OH, are in counties that lack significant highway
improvements. Communities undertaking highway projects need to better comprehensibly understand and
prepare for these types of consequences. This is especially true of bypass projects which, by design, draw
traffic away from established downtowns and their retail districts.
Survey results reflect public concerns about struggling downtown districts. Overall, just 2% of survey
respondents rated their downtowns as excellent while 20% found them to be adequate. The vast majority of
respondents rated their downtown areas as fair (54%) or poor (24%) with distressed areas faring slightly
worse than non-distressed.
To their credit, many study communities are making efforts to revitalize their downtown districts. Some are
participating in Main Street programs. Others such as Macon, MS, and McConnelsville, OH, have opened
visitor centers in their downtowns. Perhaps the best example of revitalization efforts in this study is found
in Waynesburg, PA. This project is noted for its collaborative partnership between the city, Greene County,
and Waynesburg University and for its innovative use of social media to promote local businesses.
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Some counties, including Morgan, OH, and Pendleton, WV, have initiated “buy local” campaigns. The
programs promote local businesses and encourage residents to patronize locally owned shops, restaurants,
and service providers. Accompanying the marketing of such efforts are noteworthy public education
campaigns that explain the ripple effects their local expenditures have on the local economy. Initial
responses to these efforts are encouraging and they should be monitored to assess long-term results.

5.4 Public Transportation Services
Public transportation services emerged as an issue in virtually all project counties. Two-thirds of survey
participants (66.4%) rated local public transit services as either “poor” or “inadequate.” Interestingly,
dissatisfaction with public transit was higher in non-distressed counties (72.3%) than in distressed
communities (60.5%). Of the ten counties in this study, only Morgan County, OH, has a transit system that
is considered adequate or excellent by a majority of residents.
Public transportation, of course, poses significant challenges in rural Appalachia. The widely dispersed
nature of both trip origins and destinations makes effective public transit difficult and often impractical.
The sparse population typical of most Appalachian communities also increases logistical inefficiencies,
thereby adding to operations costs.
Perceptions are also a significant barrier, as many consider rural transportation to be a service for the poor
or a means to “get old folks to the store or to the doctor.” Rising transportation and fuel costs for lower
income segments of the population, however, may make public transit more of a priority. As transportation
becomes more of a barrier to work and adequate healthcare, rural areas may need to consider a wide range
of transit options. These may include shuttle van services as well as organized car pools or ride-sharing.

5.5 Industrial Development
Attitudes towards industrial development differed between distressed and non-distressed counties.
Distressed counties, for their part, tended to view manufacturing as more important, with almost half of
survey respondents believing industrial development as being very or somewhat important for economic
growth. Non-distressed counties, on the other hand, were somewhat less certain, with about 40% believing
industry will be a likely source of growth.
Attitudes also differed according to subregion. Survey respondents from the counties in Southern, Central,
and Northern subregions show significantly more confidence in manufacturing growth than participants
from the North Central and South Central subregions. These may reflect experiences of some of these
counties with plant closures but may also show the move of some counties, especially Johnson (TN), Avery
(NC), and Pendleton (WV), to more of a tourism-based economy.
Reactions were also mixed on the potential for new or emerging industries. Survey participants in the
Central and Northern subregions, for example, were optimistic about the potential for alternative energy
industries. These areas, long associated with energy production, saw potential for growth in new energy
technologies, with nearly half of survey participants finding such growth very or somewhat likely. In
contrast, only about 30% of residents from other subregions anticipated growth in these areas. Survey
The University of Tennessee Community Partnership Center
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participants were consistently less optimistic about technology or information based growth. Only about
30% of respondents felt such growth was somewhat or very likely, while about half found it unlikely.
Attitudes related to globalization were also consistent. Overall, 2.9% of survey respondents strongly agreed
and another 19.1% agreed that globalization had benefitted their community. Over 48%, however, either
disagreed or strongly disagreed that their community had benefitted from globalization. A significant
number of participants, 29.9%, remain unsure about the impact of the global economy.
Local experiences with industrial development vary considerably, particularly those dealing with industrial
parks and structures. Lawrence County, AL, for example, is enjoying considerable success with a traditional
development strategy. With ample road, river and rail access, the county is poised to attract another major
industrial facility in the near future. Lawrence County’s experience, however, appears to be the exception
among the study counties. Most counties struggle with industrial development and face difficult decisions
related to the development and management of their aging industrial infrastructure.
A legacy of industrial sites threatens progress in Pendleton County, WV, and drains scarce resources from
other programs. Pendleton County officials might draw from the experience of Morgan County, OH. There,
leaders faced a similar dilemma and sold an industrial site in order to concentrate on other development
strategies. Counties might also learn from Bell County, KY, where officials forgo turnkey “spec building”
structures in favor of a strategy that allows for the quick construction of custom industrial buildings.

5.6 Coal and Gas
Coal casts a powerful and enduring shadow over much of the Appalachian Region. This is particularly true in
North, North Central, and Central subregions where coal remains an important industry. The culture of coal
is pervasive and miners maintain an iconic status in the community. In recent years, however, coal has
become increasingly controversial and coal producing regions have become proudly defensive and defiant.
This reaction is understandable. Coal, after all, is an important natural resource and will likely remain a key
element in the nation’s energy portfolio for the near future. At the same time, however, coal’s future is far
from certain. Utilities, the largest consumer of coal, are transitioning away from the fuel in both the U.S.
and abroad. Increasing regulations, environmental concerns, and improvements in nuclear technologies
and alternative renewable sources are all contributing to this possible transition.
Appalachian producers also face increasing competition from western coal producers. Western states have
vast reserves of coal that is relatively accessible via open pit mining practices. As a result, they are able to
produce coal for a fraction of the cost of eastern states. Coal from Wyoming, for example, averaged $12.41
per ton in 2009. Coal from Kentucky, in contrast, averaged $58.54 per ton - 4.7 times more. Given those
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prices, it is not surprising that Wyoming currently leads the nation in coal production. That western state
now produces 40.1% of the nation’s coal, more than all coal producing Appalachian states combined.110
Given these statistics, the Appalachian coal industry may experience future decline. However, coal
producing regions appear ill-prepared for this contingency. When asked about a post-coal future, officials
and residents struggled to respond. To their credit, many counties are beginning to diversify and create
non-coal jobs. Bell County, KY, for example, is embracing tourism in an effort to expand its economy.
Pike County, KY, deserves special recognition for investing in the research of new industries related to the
energy field. Their strategy, tied to their legacy of coal production, could help create jobs around emerging
energy sources. The envisioned energy research center, partnering local and state universities and national
laboratories, could create new jobs and secure long term growth. Yet even this effort seems overly imbued
with the orthodoxy of coal, with much of the proposed research geared towards coal-related products.
While Appalachian coal production is declining, natural gas drilling is booming. This is especially true in
Greene County, PA, which is at the epicenter of the Marcellus Shale boom. Hydrofracking, while
controversial, has lifted the local economy and proven to be a boon for many land-holding families. This
extraction method, increasingly common in Pennsylvania, is poised to spread to other states in the near
future. As this occurs, Greene County should serve as a model for both the benefits and dangers of this
growing practice. The county’s experiences in educating the public about environmental risks, economic
benefits, and legal rights should be watched closely by other communities.

5.7 Developable Land Constraints
Geography is a major barrier to the development of non-coal industries in coal producing regions. The local
mountainous terrain limits developable land to a fraction of the total land area. As seen in Figure 5-3 and
Figure 5-4, a majority of survey participants in the North Central and Central subregions, respectively,
identified local geography as a likely constraint to growth. A significant number of respondents from the
Northern subregion also felt terrain is an obstacle, though not to the degree of neighboring subregions.
In order to diversify, communities must find ways to deal with these physical constraints. In both Kentucky
counties, cut and fill approaches are an important means of creating new space. This re-use of surface mine
sites and the “hollow fill” of other areas is not without merit. Indeed, these approaches have helped create
important open space in and around Pikeville for residential, commercial, and recreational developments.
At the same time, however, this approach also carries significant costs by radically and permanently
altering the local environmental landscape.

110

National Mining Association, “U.S. Coal Production by State and Rank: 2009,”
http://www.nma.org/pdf/c_production_state_rank.pdf; U.S. Energy Information Administration, “Average Sales Price of Coal
by State and Mine Type: 2009,” http://www.eia.gov/cneaf/coal/page/acr/table28.html
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Figure 5-3:
5
Pendletoon and Calhounn County, WV, response
r
to quuestion, “How likely is each item an obstaacle
for econnomic developm
ment in your coounty?” (Very Unlikely=-2; Unnlikely=-1; Unssure=0; Likely==1; Very Likely==2)
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Curiously, developmeents in these areas do nott appear to bbe optimized for the local terrain. Big--box
retailerss, large parkinng lots, and low-density
l
developments
d
are common and not unlikke those in other
regions.. Governmentss in these areaas should implement more efficient land use strategiees to better utiilize
scarce space resources. Pike Countyy has already taken
t
importannt steps in this direction. Doowntown Pikevville
is encouraging verticcal developmeent and the construction of multi-leveel parking garages. Additioonal
researchh should be conducted to help identify innnovative and a ppropriate devvelopment appproaches.

5.8 Broadband
B
Infrastructture and Utilization
A more common constraint for Appalachian counnties is the lacck of modern ccommunicatioons infrastructure.
Inadequuate access to
t broadband Internet and cellular neetworks was a common ccomplaint am
mong
communnities in this study. While approximately half of surveyy participants classified theeir Internet acccess
as adequate or better, another halff stated it was inadequate or poor. Surprissingly, these responses did not
vary connsiderably by economic stattus, as residennts of distresssed and non-ddistressed counties were alm
most
equally dissatisfied with Internet acccess.
Over 70% of survey participants
p
citted poor teleccommunicationns and Interneet access as liikely obstaclees to
economic growth. Ressidents of nonn-distressed counties
c
were slightly more apt to view laack of access as a
greater problem than those of non--distressed counties. Issuess with Internet access were ccommon in fouur of
the fivee subregions. Only the Central subregioon, which be nefits from the ConnectKeentucky progrram,
reportedd high satisfacction with Internet access. Inn fact, almost 90% of Kentuccky respondennts classified ttheir
Internett access as adeequate or betteer.
This lack of connectiivity deters growth
g
in a number
n
of wa ys. Large em
mployers, for example, require
dedicateed high speed data connectiions to conducct business in today’s globaal economic ennvironment. Sm
mall
businessses, however, are also affected. Lack of Internet accesss, for example, prevents AAvery County, NC,
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Christmas tree growers from marketing directly to consumers and makes hotels in Pendleton County, WV,
and Johnson County, TN, less attractive and less accessible to visitors.
The impacts of poor access, however, go far beyond commerce. Lack of connectivity or digital capacity, for
example, prevents community officials from learning about important funding opportunities and keeps
them from submitting online applications. Poor access denies isolated counties a voice in decision making
processes, as webinars or videoconferencing require meaningful participation. The negative effects on
workforce preparedness, digital literacy, and government and civic efficiency run deep.
The social and cultural effects are also profound. The lack of broadband increases the isolation felt by many
residents and adds to a sense of alienation. Activities that more urban residents take for granted streaming movies, learning of breaking news, connecting via social media with family and friends, or online
gaming – whether in front of a computer or on the go – all currently prove difficult and often impossible for
residents of these rural counties. The lack of access to these services, an increasing part of mainstream
culture, may contribute to the exodus from rural areas, especially among young adults and families.
Valid reasons exist as to why broadband has failed to reach rural Appalachia. In many cases, there is simply
a lack of market justification for private service providers to invest in the infrastructure to reach buildings
and cell towers throughout difficult rural terrain. Simply put, if profits were to be made in the lagging parts
of Appalachia, service providers would already be there. Arguments can also be made that the public sector
shouldn't be burdened with the build of the infrastructure through sparsely populated, remote areas.
As with roads, water, and sewer, broadband access should be regarded as a critical part of a community’s
infrastructure. Therefore, the issue of broadband connectivity for all Americans is one that must be borne
out of partnership with both private and public sector entities. Around the country, public-private
partnerships have worked well in rural areas, and ConnectKentucky is an example lauded in this report.
Government agencies at all levels should look to successful models to help communities bridge this digital
divide. In particular, they should evaluate the Connected Nations program, and its predecessor,
ConnectKentucky, which stands out as a success story in rural broadband deployment and is worthy of
replication. In fact, in addition to Kentucky, two of the eight states in this study have modeled such
organized efforts in their states after Kentucky, with Connected Tennessee and Connect Ohio programs.111
Officials may also want to revisit historical models related to rural electrification, which may also provide
important lessons in rural service delivery.
Not every model will work in every community because of community size, population density, political
structures, or service provider capacity, so there is no easy template for replication that will work in every
community. However, every community has basic civic assets, such as public safety, healthcare and public
structures such as libraries, hospitals and schools, which must have communications connectivity to
national backbone networks. Understanding this, the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009

111

http://www.connectednation.org
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provided funding for such policy improvements and infrastructure gaps in middle and last mile backbone
networks, yet plenty of such gaps remain throughout Appalachia, including the counties in this study.
The Federal Communications Commissions’ National Broadband Plan (2010)112 continued to show
importance for middle and last mile infrastructure, and furthered the idea and importance of private service
providers working closely with public sector institutions. Born out of the FCC’s National Broadband Plan was
the U.S. Unified Community Anchor Network (U.S. UCAN), which is dedicated to connecting community
anchor institutions, including libraries, schools, colleges, public safety and health care institutions, as well
as local and county governments, economic development organizations and chambers of commerce with
advanced broadband capabilities.113
The ARC is uniquely positioned to play an important role in fostering such organizational relationships
throughout the Region to connect such anchor institutions for local and regional broadband strategies. The
ARC, together with existing federal partners like the FCC, DOC/NTIA, USDA, and U.S. UCAN, and national
associations like the National Telecommunications Cooperative Association114 and the Rural
Telecommunications Congress115 can provide further input on these issues. Together, the ARC and such
organizations can uniquely engage community stakeholders and service providers to bring broadband and
all its benefits to rural Appalachia.
For communities that already have broadband, it is not enough for there to be connectivity throughout the
community and economic development “just happen.” More must be done to encourage widespread
broadband adoption and utilization. Equally important, more effort should be put toward increasing digital
literacy skills and broadband usage throughout every community organization and business.
For example, this report has lauded the efforts of the State of Kentucky and the ConnectKentucky initiative
that is bringing broadband infrastructure to all underserved parts of the state. According to survey data and
local discussions, people in the Kentucky communities are aware that broadband exists and understand the
importance of broadband for economic development. However, it appears not much is happening in the way
of encouraging broadband adoption or actually using the broadband infrastructure for economic
development at the local level.
To illustrate this point, Figure 5-4 below shows that residents and officials in Pike and Bell County, KY, think
that broadband availability is likely not an obstacle for economic development for either of the Kentucky
counties. In fact, the two Kentucky counties are the only two counties in this study to report that access to
broadband is likely not an obstacle for economic development, and is well below the 10-county average
response.

112

http://www.broadband.gov/plan
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http://www.usucan.org
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Figure 5-4:
5
Pike and Bell County, KY,
K responses to
t the questionn, “How likelyy is each item tto be an obstaccle
for econnomic developm
ment in your coounty?” (Very Unlikely=-2; Unnlikely=-1; Unssure=0; Likely==1; Very Likely==2)
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In additiion to the availability of broadband availability, Figure 5-5 shows thaat people from the two Kentuucky
countiess also consider broadband too be important for economicc development. They rated tthe importancce of
broadbaand generally on par with importance of other enableers of econom
mic developmeent. Interestinngly,
howeverr, both Kentuccky counties coonsider the im
mportance of t elecommunicaations availability for econoomic
development slightly under the studdy average.

Figure 5-5:
5
Pike and Bell County, KY,
K responses to
t the survey qquestion, “How
w important arre these items for
economiic developmennt in your county?” (Not impoortant=-1; Unsuure=0; Important=1; Very Important=2)
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Both Pikke and Bell Couunty residentss agree that broadband is im
mportant for ecconomic development, and bboth
countiess also agree thhat it is unlikelly that broadbband availabilitty presents ann obstacle for economic grow
wth.
Given thhat, it is mostt interesting that residents view broadbaand-enabled eeconomic oppoortunities in ttheir
county as
a slightly unliikely (Figure 5-6),
5
and during discussionss, no new jobss or businesses were crediteed to
broadbaand utilizationn. Remarkablyy, the two counties in thhis study besst positioned to benefit ffrom
broadbaand, in fact, doo not recognizee the opportunnity that broaddband presentss for economicc development.
Figure 5-6:
5
Responsees to the questtion, “How likeely is each item
m to be an oppportunity for economic growth
in your county?”
c
(Veryy Unlikely=-2; Unlikely=-1; Unnsure=0; Likelyy=1; Very Likelyy=2)
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Moreoveer, several off the obstaclees to economic developmeent that ratedd highly in Figure 5-4 cann be
diminishhed with the adoption
a
and utilization of broadband. Thhese include llessening the impacts from the
lack of developable land and the improving thee lack of entrrepreneurship.. Most importtantly, broadbband
adoptionn would help bridge the distance with more
m populateed areas, andd would help increase regioonal
competitiveness, bothh of which wouuld remove thee feeling of issolation that w
was reported frrom residents and
businesss leaders in those two counties.
Cleary, as
a seen in sitee visits and as reported through the surveyys, not enough is being donne with broadbband
adoptionn and utilizatiion to benefit business devvelopment, enntrepreneurshiip, and workfoorce developm
ment
initiatives. And Kentuucky, for all it has done to ‘get connectedd,’ is doing litttle in Bell andd Pike Countiees in
the way of education to train and encourage ressidents and o rganizations tto use broadband for econoomic
benefit. It is interesting that Kentuucky counties have a distinnct competitive advantage iin that broadbband
y the argumeent could be m
made that broaadband is currrently doing m
more
infrastruucture is alreaady in place, yet
to siphoon money from
m rural Kentuckky counties thrrough cost of sservices and oonline commerrce. More musst be
done in Kentucky and throughout Appalachia to educate the business commuunity and residdents on the vaalue
that broadband bringss to competitivveness, workfoorce developm
ment, and entreepreneurship.
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To answer some of theese shortcomings, the USDAA’s Southern R ural Developm
ment Center annd the Nationaal E116
Commerrce Learning Initiative at Mississippi State
S
Universitty is one suchh effort to inccrease broadbband
adoptionn and utilizatiion for econom
mic developm
ment outcomess in rural areaas. Also, the UUS Departmennt of
Commerrce, in partnerrship with nine federal agencies, offers aan online repoository of besst practices in the
field of digital literacy. DigitalLiterracy.gov is an “online portaal to help Ameericans find jobs and obtain the
21st cenntury skills beeing sought byy today’s employers.”117 Buut most readilyy available woould be land grant
university extensive services,
s
as weell as the Local Developmentt Districts servving each counnty.

5.9 Tourism
T
Devvelopment
Most coounties in thiis study view
w tourism as a strong oppportunity for future growthh. Among surrvey
participaants, 46.5% saaw tourism as a very likely source
s
of futurre growth and another 38% bbelieved it to be a
somewhhat likely grow
wth source. Potential was peerceived stronngest among nnon-distressedd counties, whhere
over 91% of respondents believe tourism to bee a source of future develoopment. Still yet, over 77%
% of
distressed county respondents sharred this feeling. The promise of tourism ddevelopment w
was clearly viewed
by all ass the most likely opportunityy in all study counties.
Figure 5-7:
5
Responsees to the surveey question, “H
How likely is e ach item to bee an opportunity for economiic
growth in
i your countyy?” (Very Likely=-2, Likely==-1, Unsure=0,
0, Likely=1, Very Likely=2)
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Not surprisingly, Aveery County, NC,
N residents saw the mo st local touriism potential. Almost 95%
% of
responddents believe tourism to bee a very likelyy source of fuuture growth. In contrast, participants ffrom
Calhoun County, WV, were
w least entthusiastic, wheere more than half of responndents believeed tourism groowth

116

http:///srdc.msstate.eddu/ecommerce

117

http:///www.digitalliteeracy.gov
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to be very or somewhat unlikely. Even in the case of Calhoun County, however, over 40% of participants
believed tourism held potential for growth.
Bell County, KY, stands out among the case studies for its work in developing adventure tourism. While
several counties were promoting this rapidly growing tourism sector, Bell County appears to be leading the
region in developing and promoting adventure activities. The Kentucky county’s success in creating,
maintaining and promoting its resources, especially its ATV trails and supporting infrastructure, should
serve as a model for other communities in the region. State policies that limit ATV trail liability contributed
to this success and should also be studied.
The arts also represent an important tourism growth area. The statement from Avery County that “twenty
artists equals twenty jobs” is correct and Appalachian counties are right to view the arts as a bona fide
business development strategy. The performing arts were especially well represented in this study and two
counties have created successful performance venues. In both Morgan County, OH, and Johnson County, TN,
historic structures have been successfully converted to performance halls. The McConnelsville (OH) Opera
House and Mountain City’s (TN) Heritage Hall not only attract visitors they serve as important public
amenities for their residents.
Persistent barriers in some areas continue to limit tourism growth. A lack of infrastructure, inadequate
marketing, and a lack of workforce training are significant issues in many communities. Vocational training
in the culinary arts, hospitality training for local workers, and increased assistance for developing
businesses could all help foster tourism and jobs in many areas. Many communities would also benefit from
increased awareness of tourism funding and technical assistance for marketing efforts.

5.10 Entrepreneurship
Many of these tourism and retail problems are linked to a lack of entrepreneurship. Aversion to risk, long an
Appalachian character trait, continues to plague many parts of the region. In nine of the ten counties,
residents and officials discussed a lack of entrepreneurship and the inability to grow small businesses. In
some communities the most prolific entrepreneurs were, in fact, new residents or retirees who had moved
to the county from elsewhere.
While most residents attributed the lack of business development to an almost innate aversion to risk, other
contributing factors include a lack of access to capital and poor business skills. One major deterrent to new
businesses, officials report, is the failure of existing businesses. More often than not, business failure was
attributed to bad management practices and not market competitiveness. Therefore, business ownership
and management training and technical assistance for current business owners could not only help keep
existing concerns viable but could encourage the development of new establishments knowing that support
resources are available.
In spite of limited resources, communities are implementing programs to foster entrepreneurship. In some
areas, such as Pendleton County, WV, and Johnson County, TN, Chamber of Commerce directors are leading
efforts to promote local business development. Other communities, such as Morgan County, OH, are
undertaking broad partnerships to promote entrepreneurship. Stakeholder partnerships between
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governm
ment, higher educational institutions, local schools, and business and commuunity leaders are
proving to be innovative approacches to help stimulate buusiness growth. Morgan Coounty’s propoosed
incubatoor project is am
mong the mosst innovative programs
p
found in this studyy and both thee approach andd its
associatted partnership deserve recoognition and emulation.
Figure 5-8:
5
Responsees to the surveey question, “H
How likely is e ach item to bee an obstacle ffor economic grrowth
in your county?”
c
(Veryy Unlikely=-2,, Unlikely=-1, Unsure =0, Liikely=1, Very LLikely=2)
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The Statte of North Carolina leads the region in promoting
p
enttrepreneurshipp. Residents oof the state ennjoy
access to a wide rangee of services and resources to
t help establiish and maintaain a small bussiness. Every sstep
of businness developm
ment, from initial planning to loan finanncing to ongooing assistance, is available to
residentts of Avery County and thee rest of the state. Also i mpressive is the level of help providedd by
institutions of higherr learning. Botth four- and two-year
t
inst itutions in the region offer a wide range of
support,, ranging from
m technical assistance to induustry-based m
marketing and development programs.

5.11 Online
O
Pressence and Social
S
Netw
working
The Internet has creatted new opportunities for coommunities to promote touriism and econoomic developm
ment
through websites and online media.. Increasingly,, the Internet iis being used as important pportals – or onnline
entry pooints – offering the opportunity for local governments,
g
community seervices and social organizatiions
to engagge citizen partticipation. In recognition
r
off this fact, eveery county in tthis study maiintains some ttype
of web presence.
p
The level of this presence,
p
however, varies coonsiderably thhroughout the region. Likew
wise,
some coounties are using social media tools, mainly Facebook p ages and Twittter feeds, to hhelp promote ttheir
communnities. The effeectiveness of these
t
efforts, however, alsoo varies a greatt deal.
Granted, for now, the broadband annd wireless inffrastructure neeeded to fullyy enable online opportunitiees is
limited in many rural Appalachian communities.
c
However, eve n the most rurral communities with only ddialThe University of Tennesssee Communitty Partnership Center
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up access need to realize the Internet’s value in helping to sustain their community. Effective online
programs can mean nothing more than a picture of a print brochure, or directory of local businesses and
services, or announcements of local events put somewhere online. Relocating families, retirees, expanding
businesses, residents and the traveling public all need to be aware of unique opportunities in each
community along with contact information for local people who can provide more information.
In the best examples, counties have developed multiple web portals for government, economic
development, and tourism. Typically, these organizations connect their sites to one another to allow a
potential visitor, resident, or investor to access a full range of information. Among study counties, Noxubee
County, MS, and Greene County, PA, stand out for their use of web-based resources.
Noxubee County’s Economic and Community Development Alliance recently launched a website to promote
economic development. The site, designed to “attract new business, encourage tourism, and grow Noxubee
County,” is an excellent example of a clear and functional county development portal.118 The site is
commendable for not only promoting the county, but also for including a depth of information about the
community. Information offered includes an array of downloadable maps, detailed “retail recruitment
studies” for the county’s communities, and extensive information related to local development incentives.
Greene County, PA, stands out for two websites - those for county government and tourism. The Greene
County Government website119 provides access to all county departments and officials, and provides a
commendable level of transparency, giving users access to public agendas and meeting minutes. The site
also features an employee directory and links to all schools, municipalities, and townships in the county.
The site also promotes local events and amenities, provides job listings, and has videos promoting
economic development, schools, and the local quality of life.
Greene County also hosts a second website to promote local tourism. The site, operated by the Greene
County Tourism Promotion Agency, features an interactive map of local sites, downloadable brochures and
guides, and a calendar of local events.120 Leveraging local assets, the site has special pages to promote
heritage tourism and agritourism attractions. Downloadable coupons are featured to help local businesses
attract visitors.
Social networking tools have emerged as important communications channels to promote local assets and
improve community participation efforts. Among these Facebook has emerged as the easiest, the most
popular with 750 million active users,121 and the most powerful tool used by communities. While individual
businesses and attractions were early adopters of Facebook, local governments and economic development
organizations have recognized the trend and now use the service in attempt to improve commerce, attract
visitors, and better communicate with its residents and stakeholders.
118

http://noxubeecountyms.com

119

http://www.co.greene.pa.us

120

http://www.greenecountytourism.org
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http://www.facebook.com/press/info.php?statistics
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Greene County uses Facebook more than any other community in this study and could serve as a model for
other Appalachian areas. Greene County and its partners operate several Facebook pages, including pages
for tourism and county commissioners. These pages promote local attractions and annual events and convey
public announcements. The county also benefits from “Waynesburg Prosperous and Beautiful,” Facebook
page122 and web pages dedicated to Waynesburg University’s downtown redevelopment efforts.123 Once an
Facebook page has been created, users can “like” the page to be automatically notified when page new
updates are made. Essentially, organizational messages are sent to people who follow the page, providing
no-cost direct marketing opportunities.
While social media and the Internet offer inexpensive opportunities to promote community assets, they
also present new risks. One important issue is maintaining a reputation and positive image in the midst of
global opinions. Poor reviews on online travel sites like TripAdvisor, Yelp, or others can prove harmful to a
small business and deter prospective visitors. Chambers of commerce, tourism agencies, and business
leaders should monitor such sites and assist business owners in quickly addressing business complaints and
negative criticisms.
Similarly, officials should also periodically check YouTube, Vimeo, and other video-sharing services for
uploaded videos related to their county or community. In some cases, these amateur videos are effective
tools in promoting local assets. The popular site YouTube, for example, hosts dozens of videos of climbers
scaling Pendleton County, WV’s, Via Ferrata at the Nelson Rocks. These hair-raising clips, and their
associated comments, are among the attraction’s most important marketing resources. At the same time,
however, a YouTube search for many Appalachian terms retrieves videos that perpetuate negative
stereotypes and reinforce erroneous but long-held misconceptions of Appalachian culture. Local tourism
and business officials should encourage local businesses to upload positive videos and attach search terms
that will link these images to prospective Internet queries.

5.12 Government
Views of government, particularly at the county level, appear to be mixed. Among survey participants, a
majority of respondents (56%) found county government to be adequate, but few (8%) viewed it as
excellent. Views varied somewhat according to economic status, with participants from non-distressed
counties holding slightly more favorable views of government than those from distressed communities.
Results also varied considerably among individual counties. The highest levels of dissatisfaction, for
example, occurred in Lawrence County, AL, one of the highest performing communities in the study, and
Morgan County, OH, among the most innovative. Counties with the highest level of satisfaction with their
county government were, conversely, Avery County, NC, and Bell County, KY - communities that varied
significantly in terms of both income and educational attainment.

122

http://facebook.com/GreeneCountyTourism

123

http://www.waynesburgpa.org
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Figure 5-9: A ranking of the top 20 responses to the survey question, “Which services and programs need
the most improvement in your county?” (ranked by total number of responses)
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Views of local government were slightly more positive. Survey participants generally gave local officials
higher marks than their county-level counterparts. As with county officials, non-distressed communities
generally viewed local governments more favorable than distressed counties. Locally, attitudes again
varied considerably and, in some cases, conversely. Morgan County, OH, and Lawrence County, AL, which
scored lowest for county government, had the highest scores for local government officials.
Survey participants were generally satisfied with most essential community services, but found room for
improvement in several areas. Job training programs were, by far, seen as the area most in need of
improvement. This is not surprising, given the high unemployment rates in many areas. Alcohol and drug
abuse services were second, a reflection of high rates of abuse across the region.
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The third most prevalent improvement area was, surprisingly, homeless services. Virtually all counties
reported a lack of homeless assistance and the problem was consistent in both distressed and nondistressed communities. While this may be a reflection of the limited capacity of some areas to provide
assistance, it may also indicate increasing problems associated with rural homelessness. These problems
may be exacerbated by the current economic and housing market crises.
Issues of representation were among the most pronounced governance problems encountered. At the state
level, small rural counties often shared representation with neighboring counties that were larger and more
affluent. In these counties, officials often believed that their legislators represented the interests of the
more influential counties over theirs and that they had no effective voice in the state legislature, which
ultimately effect policies and various forms of financial support to their county.
County-level representation also emerged as an issue within some counties. Many counties, including
those in West Virginia, Pennsylvania, and Ohio, operate with just three elected county commissioners. The
small number of county-level officials makes change or innovation extremely difficult. With staggered
terms, residents wanting new ideas or a new direction must wait for at least two election cycles to gain a
majority. This low number of representatives hinders representation of issues in remote areas and may limit
representation of all interests.
Township governments, found in Pennsylvania and Ohio, also emerged as an issue. This was especially true
in Greene County, PA, where each township not only has its own government, but also its own local school
system. This redundancy promotes inefficiency and increases costs, and also leads to questions about the
distribution of resources and equity among township districts within the county.
The efficacy of the county as an administrative unit is also debatable. Most Appalachian counties were
formed before the Civil War, when geographic and transportation constraints often determined a county’s
size. The legacy of these early counties remains, even though the physical constraints that once defined
them have long since been addressed. Kentucky, the nation’s 36th largest state and its 26th most populous
has the third highest number of counties in the Unites States at 120. Tennessee, which ranks 34th in size
and 17th in population, has 95 counties. California, the most populous and third largest state, has, in
contrast, just 58 counties.
Small counties, or counties with few residents, such as Calhoun County, WV, often struggle to maintain
public services. They also face the aforementioned issues related to representation in state government.
Redundancy of services is also an issue, as states cope with large numbers of school systems and highway
and sheriff’s departments. Some states, such as Iowa, have constitutional limits that dictate a minimum
county size. Imposing such regulations on existing states, however, would seem politically impossible.
A more realistic approach is the establishment of shared services among multiple counties. Avery County,
NC, for example, shares library and other services with neighboring small counties. Calhoun County, WV,
shares its economic and community development services with neighboring Wirt County through the Little
Kanawha Area Development Corporation. These shared services, applied on a broader scale, could result in
significant savings for some counties and might bring improved services to rural areas.
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5.13 Planning
P
annd Zoning
Planningg, or the lack thereof, emeerged as an im
mportant issuee in many prooject communnities. The lack of
planningg was especiaally evident in distressed communities. Less than 1%
% of survey rrespondents ffrom
distressed counties classified local planning and zoning as exc ellent and onlly 27% found iit to be adequate.
% of respondeents from non-distressed coommunities feelt local plannning was excellent
In contrast, almost 7%
and 49%
% found it to be adequate. As Figure 5-10 shows, Planniing and Zoningg rated pooresst out of all puublic
servicess in the distresssed counties.
Figure 5-10:
5
Responsees to the questtion, “Rate thee performance of public servvices in your coounty.”
(Scoringg: Poor=-1, Inaadequate=-.55, Adequate=.55, Excellent=1 )
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Among individual couunties, capacity clearly plaays a role in promoting goood planning. Larger and m
more
a Avery Counnty, NC, tendeed to score higgher. Pike County,
affluentt counties, succh as Lawrencee County, AL, and
KY, the most populous and largesst county in the study, recceived the higghest ratings for planning and
zoning, with two-thirdds of respondents ranking local
l
efforts a s adequate orr excellent. Pooorer countiess, on
the otheer hand, fared much worse. In Calhoun County, WV, for example, 62.5% of survey participants raated
planningg as poor.
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Impacts resulting from the lack of planning are varied but significant. Bell County, KY, for example, needs
improved zoning to improve the gateway to the Cumberland Gap National Park. Likewise, land-use controls
could help Pendleton County, WV, protect important viewsheds, the historic downtown, and other tourism
resources. Many communities also lack effective comprehensive plans. As a result, these communities
often lack a cohesive strategy for future development and, instead, approach the future in an ad hoc
fashion. This deficiency stands in the way of their preparedness for applying for much-needed funding and
moreover simply slows local progress.
In other cases, counties had pro forma plans developed for specific grant applications. In some cases, these
plans were little more than boilerplate documents, with little or no community input. Some communities
also have plans developed by external consultants or academics. Many times these plans were developed at
considerable expense with limited community or stakeholder participation. While these plans have value,
they sometimes lack implementation strategies or any follow-up funding to sustain prolonged efforts. As a
result, the plans soon wound up on a shelf, collecting dust alongside previous plans and studies.
Not surprisingly, many residents in these communities now view planning as a pointless and futile exercise.
In some communities, officials and key stakeholders consider plans to be a waste of money or a
bureaucratic folly. Academics or external resource providers may be seen as opportunistic interlopers out to
take advantage of the community to promote their own interests. This “planning fatigue” is a major barrier
to future coordinated development efforts in some communities, but is preventable if planning is inclusive
and linked to some form of actionable implementation.

5.14 Local Development Districts
As mentioned several times throughout this report, Local Development Districts (LDDs) play an important
role in the planning and proposal development process. These agencies, created to provide important
community and economic development services, are intended to help level the playing field for rural
communities. Small rural counties that lack dedicated grant development staff rely on these organizations
to help plan and implement important projects.
Additionally, the ARC relies heavily on the LDD network to serve as middlemen between their Washington
staff and the region’s communities. Ideally, LDDs help convey information about ARC programs to
Appalachian communities and, in return, help keep ARC staff informed of progress and developments in
communities throughout the region.
In practice, however, the performance of the LDD system appears uneven. Many communities in this study,
such as those in Kentucky and Tennessee, reported a strong working relationship with their LDDs. In these
communities the LDD system appears to work as intended, with the LDD serving as both an advocate and
partner for counties and municipalities, facilitating the exchange of information through bureaucratic
layers.
In other areas, however, relations between the county and local LDDs appear to be less productive. The
politicization of development districts was a voiced complaint in some areas, where leaders felt
marginalized when compared to their larger or more influential neighboring counties. Inconsistent services
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were another important issue. Although most LDDs made proposal development a priority, others viewed
funding opportunities as a secondary function. Lawrence County, AL, officials even noted a LDD director
who refused to prepare any proposals on the grounds that it might place his partner communities in
competition with one another.
In addition to these problems, many communities felt that their LDD staffs are increasingly overwhelmed.
These sentiments were expressed among a wide range of study counties, regardless of economic status or
the quality of the LDD relationship. As funding constraints increase and state resources diminish, it is likely
that LDDs will face increased pressures and workloads. These factors may further impact the efficacy of the
existing LDD system.

5.15 Grant Development
The lack of planning and strained Local Development District (LDD) relationships were both cited as
significant barriers to grant funding by community stakeholders. Counties without current comprehensive
plans often find they are ineligible for funding opportunities or, at the very least, compete at a significant
disadvantage. Poor LDD relations or a lack of communication compound these issues. Many times local
officials have no knowledge of funding opportunities. In other cases, they receive little LDD assistance in
developing a proposal or are perceived as a low priority among LDD communities. LDD staff, operating with
limited resources, might also find themselves unable to respond to all requests for assistance. As a result,
many low-resource communities are left to fend for themselves in a very competitive funding environment.
Matching funds pose another significant challenge. While relatively affluent counties such as Avery County,
NC, or Lawrence County, AL, can usually muster matching resources, smaller or poorer counties face
significant problems securing matching funds. Many times, counties with modest tax revenues simply do
not have the funds to put together a cash match and may have difficulty finding in-kind resources.
Calhoun County, WV, is representative of these types of communities. Nearly bankrupt, the county has just
13 employees and an annual budget of only $1.3 million. This level of funding is barely adequate to cover
services for county with over 7,000 residents and an area of almost 300 square miles. Struggling to provide
even basic services, the county is in no position to provide matching funds. With few county employees,
low salaries, and few public resources, an in-kind match is also difficult to attain.
These issues are compounded by other barriers, including poor Internet access and a lack of local capacity.
Routine funding tasks, such as online proposal submissions, can prove daunting without the assistance of
an LDD, academic institution, or other partner. Isolated or low-resource communities must overcome
multiple hurdles to accomplish such a task. In addition to securing a match and preparing a proposal, they
may also have to complete multiple forms, convert and merge documents into uploadable files, create
detailed budgets, and prove they have the capacity to administer a funded project. The inability to fully
accomplish these tasks leaves some communities noncompetitive when pitted against more affluent
counties and municipalities.
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5.16 The Appalachian Regional Commission
Local perceptions of the ARC are mixed. All counties expressed appreciation for the agency’s contributions
to the region and for assistance they had received. Even Calhoun County, WV, perhaps the most distressed
county in this study, noted that conditions had improved significantly from the days of “subsistence
poverty.”
Several counties, however, expressed frustration with ARC policies. Some officials of distressed counties,
while noting ARC’s accomplishments, argued that ARC policies favor larger or more developed counties.
Economic development policies, they contend, favor existing employment centers and commercial hubs
over rural and isolated areas. Many also point to matching requirements, which they feel discriminate
against distressed areas by essentially precluding them from even applying for grants. Many feel that the
distribution of ARC funds, particularly state allocations, is based more on political considerations than
actual need.
Many counties, even non-distressed areas, referenced the disconnect between the ARC’s Washington office
and the region it serves. Some officials believe that ARC staff lack awareness of the region, particularly the
poorer and more isolated areas. When asked, few county officials could recall a visit from an ARC official.
General understanding of ARC’s programs and resources was also surprisingly low. Many residents and even
public officials showed little knowledge of the agency, its history, and its programs. While a fair number of
focus group participants, for example, had visited the agency’s website or knew how to access grant
opportunities, few were aware of ARC’s recent “Gems of Appalachia” grant program. Not surprisingly,
communities with good LDD relationships or strong academic partnerships generally demonstrated a
greater awareness of such funding opportunities.
To their credit, ARC has embraced social media to improve communications. Recently, for example, the
agency launched a Facebook page. This effort should help ARC distribute news and announcements to a
wider audience and is commendable. This project’s effectiveness throughout the region, however, is
dependent on the availability and quality of local Internet access and the technical capacity of the local
intended audience to opt-in to such communications.
Study participants throughout the region also had low awareness of ARC research reports and other
materials. Some communities, in fact, feel they lack information about their own community and its
performance. These problems are compounded in some areas by the lack of adequate Internet access.
Residents that still rely on dial-up services have difficulty downloading large files and those without access
face even more difficulties. During site visits, project team members received numerous requests for hard
copies of project materials from key stakeholders who lacked email or Internet access.
The ARC is also becoming increasingly dependent on web-based tools in decision making and agency-wide
planning processes. Advances in information and communication tools creates new opportunities, but also
presents new challenges. In 2010, for example, the agency conducted a strategic planning process that
collected “citizen input” from a series of five subregional public forums or “listening sessions,” online
“webinars,” and through “electronic polling and online comments on key issues facing the region.” This
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process, intended to “accommodate all participants from the general public in Appalachia,” was, no doubt,
efficient and cost effective. However, the process relied heavily on widespread Internet access and
adequate digital literacy skills. In many areas of Appalachia, however, computer skills and digital
infrastructure are lacking. This is especially true for the region’s poorest and most isolated communities.
As such, residents of these communities risk being disenfranchised from decision-making processes. It is
no surprise that residents of these communities - places like Calhoun County, WV - feel a sense of
detachment from the ARC’s Washington offices. In fact, the design of that process and the language used to
present it may reinforce the perception, common in some areas, that the agency is sometimes insulated
from some regional realities. To fulfill their mission, ARC must recognize this digital divide, account for it in
their processes and programs, and increase efforts to help communities of Appalachia overcome this critical
community infrastructure deficiency.

5.17 Welfare Dependency
While residents and officials express some frustration with the ARC, they view federal welfare policies with
near universal contempt. Welfare abuse is rampant across the region and adversely impacts both the
economy and the character of Appalachian communities. The percentage of residents receiving SSI income,
for example, is above the national average in nine of the ten study counties. In some counties it is three or
four times the national average.
The road into Pikeville, KY, demonstrates how welfare has evolved from an intended temporary lifeline into
an industry of subsistence. The highway is lined with billboards that draws attention to the U.S. Social
Security Administration’s Supplemental Security Income (SSI) and promotes lawyers who can help qualify
people for disability payments. For many families welfare has become a valid career choice. Local leaders
report that achieving disability status is a rite of passage in some families and that parents routinely strive
to have their children classified as disabled.
The conditions are common across most of the region. Only Avery County, NC, with its relatively affluent
and educated population, can claim an SSI rate below the national average. In some cases, these inflated
rates represent genuine disabilities and reflect the difficult nature of Appalachian coal mining and other
traditional pursuits. For the most part, however, these rates are the product of a broken entitlement system
that invites abuse and rewards dependence.
However, one must realize that the problems associated with welfare abuse are not confined to Appalachia
and many solutions will be national in scope. Recent events are encouraging, however, and suggest that
federal officials are addressing some of the most blatant forms of abuse. Long-term reforms are much
needed, and must include strict and enforceable standards, limits for many recipients, and transitional
assistance for families seeking independence.124
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5.18 Health Care
Health care services serve two vital roles in Appalachian communities. First and foremost, they provide
essential care to residents. Additionally, these facilities serve a vital economic function. In isolated and
economically distressed communities, local health care facilities are often one of the largest employers
and, along with local schools, comprise the backbone of the local economy.
Most communities in this study have managed to maintain local health care access, often through
determination and innovative business models. For example, Pendleton County’s (WV) sliding scale clinic
ranks among the most innovative and transferrable approaches to health care in this study. The clinic
provides affordable health maintenance and preventive services to the rural community and even provides
dental care. The clinic’s impact is impressive. Pendleton County boasted some of the highest public health
statistics in this study, despite being quite isolated and with no local hospital.
Such determined leadership and resourcefulness also helped Calhoun County’s (WV) Minnie Hamilton
Health Care Center open. While struggling to create a financially viable institution and recruit and retain
qualified doctors, this center, like others in the region, is heavily dependent on government funds and
faces an uncertain future. Proposed cuts and proposed national healthcare reforms could threaten rural
healthcare facilities, leading to increased hardship, job loss, and declining public health.
Public health is a major issue in almost all study counties. Obesity, diabetes and heart disease are the top
health concerns. Many of these diseases are tied to food and nutrition issues. Access to fresh food is a
concern is some areas, such as Calhoun County, WV, but is being addressed in other communities. Morgan
County, OH, and Johnson County, TN, are leaders in this respect. Johnson County’s farmers’ market not only
creates new revenue sources for local producers, it also provides fresh food access for low-income
consumers. Likewise, Morgan County’s Chesterhill Produce Auction, developed with Ohio University,
promotes economic development while improving access to local healthy foods.
Sexual health is also a serious concern. More than half of survey respondents reported teen pregnancy to be
a frequent occurrence and another 40% state it happens sometimes. The problem is more pronounced in
economically distressed areas, where 63% of survey participants found it to be a frequent occurrence. In
non-distressed counties, in contrast, 40% of respondents reported frequent teen pregnancies.
Substance abuse remains the biggest health concern and, along with job creation, is among the most
pressing concerns in the region. An alarming 71% of survey participants identified substance abuse as a
frequent problem in their community. The problem is common among both distressed and non-distressed
counties, with the differences between them a negligible three percentage points.

applications brought before him and approved all bull but 4 cases brought before him in 2010. Daugherty also reviewed a
disproportionate number of cases brought forth by Eric C. Conn, a flamboyant SSI attorney from Pike County, KY. Damian
Paletta, “Disability Judge Put on Leave From Post,” Wall Street Journal, May 27, 2011.
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While street drugs reemain a probllem, abuse off prescription drugs appears to be the biggest probllem.
Leaders of project com
mmunities offfered several explanations
e
ffor the rise off this addictionn. The availability
of pain management drugs within families,
f
over prescription bby physicians,, aggressive m
marketing by ddrug
companies, and so-caalled Florida “pain
“
clinics” were
w all cited as contributinng factors. Cultural factors also
play a roole, including a persistent belief that legal, prescribed ddrugs cannot bbe addictive orr harmful.
The imppact of this adddition on the region’s fam
milies and ch ildren is incaalculable. The issue poses dire
problem
ms for Appalaachian commuunities. Counnty and local governmentts struggle too prosecute and
incarcerrate drug-relaated violators. The clean-uup of meth l ab sites is ooften a majorr expense to law
enforcem
ment, as are related costs, such as increeased social sservices and hhealth care exxpenditures. SSuch
expensees draw resouurces away from other im
mportant areas, such as ccommunity deevelopment, rroad
maintennance or educaation. Substannce abuse is also
a a significaant barrier to economic devvelopment, annd it
helps peerpetuate neggative perceptions associateed with Appalaachian commuunities. It alsoo creates genuuine
problem
ms among the local workforcce, with one survey particippant commentiing that it is ““very hard to find
workers that are drug free."
Figure 5-11:
5
Responsees to the questtion, “Rate thee performance of social serviices in your coounty.”
(Scoringg: Poor=-1; Inaadequate=-.55; Adequate=.55; Excellent=1 )
Non-Distrressed County Avverage

Diistressed Countyy Average

Childd Day Care Servicces
Chhild Abuse Servicces
Substannce Abuse Servicces
Family Planning
Seniior Citizen Servicces
Adult Literacy Programs
Food Assistannce
Homeless Servicces
Handicapped Assistannce
Maarriage Counseling
Menttal Health Servicces
Domesstic Abuse Servicces
Job Training Programs
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-0.25

0
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While prroblems are widespread,
w
solutions seem to
t be elusive. Most leaders agree, howevver, that addicction
treatment is preferabble and more cost
c effective than the prossecution of offfenders. The ability to provvide
treatment, however, is highly consstrained by limited resourcces. Alternativve sentencingg, through speecial
drug couurts, is an important componnent of the rehhabilitation prrocess. This appproach, as seen in Bell County,
KY, shouuld be replicated by other coommunities in the region.
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5.19 Education
E
There iss a strong coorrelation betw
ween educational attainmeent and a couunty’s econom
mic performannce.
Communnities with goood schools andd high levels of
o attainment aalmost always perform betteer than those w
with
lower-achieving educcational systeems. Of course, better perrforming counnties can usuaally afford beetter
s
and geenerally attracct residents wiith higher leveels of attainmeent. The resultt is a “chicken and
school systems
egg” sceenario that plaays out acrosss the region annd places the poorest countties at a signifficant competiitive
disadvanntage.
Morgan County, OH, proved
p
to be a notable exceeption to this trend. Thoughh distressed, tthe county boasts
some of the highestt achievementt and attainm
ment statisticss in this studdy. By embraacing educatioonal
attainmeent as a key development strategy, the county has ddemonstrated significant leadership and has
created a model for otther distressedd communitiess. Local leaderrs believe thatt promoting edducation creattes a
fertile environment foor economic grrowth and will,, in time, lead to local and suustained development.
Figure 5-12:
5
Responsees to the surveey question, “H
How likely is e ach a factor inn explaining w
why young adullts
may deccide to leave yoour county?” (Very
(
Unlikely=-2, Unlikely==-1, Unsure =0, Likely=1, VVery Likely=2)
Non-Distressed County Avverage

Disstressed County AAverage

Crime
Alcohol Abuse
Drug Abuse
Relaationships
Military
Boredom
Education
Job Opportunities
0
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0.55
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Morgan County is nott alone, howevver, in improvving local educcation levels. All ten study counties havee, in
fact, shoown dramatic improvementss in educational attainment over the past twenty years. Johnson County,
TN, and Lawrence Couunty, AL, for example,
e
havee each increas ed their perceentage of residents with a hhigh
school diploma
d
by aboout 20 percentage points. Yet,
Y despite thhese improvem
ments, these ccounties have not,
for the most
m part, keppt pace with im
mprovements at
a the nationa l level. Half of the study coounties lag behhind
the 19900 national averages in termss of residents holding
h
high sschool diplomaas.
A number of factors have help prrompt improveement in eduucational attaiinment. State policies playy an
important role. Laws that require a diploma in order to obtaain a full drivver’s license, such as those in
k
youthh in school. EEqualization oof school fundding
Tennesssee, have playyed an imporrtant role in keeping
betweenn urban and rural districts haas also had a significant imppact, allowing systems to deecrease class ssizes
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and upgrade classroom facilities. Avery County’s (NC) policy of placing suspended students in local
workplaces is a creative and effective tool for combating truancy and expulsion.
Increasing work standards, such as those in the coal industry, also play an incentive in keeping youth in
school. Few employers are now willing to hire workers without a diploma, and those who have not completed
high school operate in such industries at a distinct disadvantage. Demographic factors also contribute to
improving statistics, as older, poorly educated residents, whose matriculation predates mandatory school
attendance laws, are now moving out of the workforce.
Perhaps the most troubling educational trend is the persistence of a de facto school segregation system in
Mississippi. This anachronistic practice may discourage support for public schools and creates an
atmosphere that discourages outside investment. These problems are exasperated by a significant
Mennonite population who, citing religious objections, do not complete high school, many leaving school
after the eighth grade. This approach, which appears to exist in other Mississippi counties as well, is
detrimental to county attainment statistics and undermines any credible development strategy. It also
helps explain the growing contrast between Alabama and Mississippi counties and why Mississippi, despite
infrastructure investments, continues to lag behind other states in the region.
While high school graduation rates have improved throughout the region, attainment of college degrees
remains well below national average. No county in this study met the national average for the percentage of
college graduates, and all but one failed to even meet the nation’s 1990 average. In part, this is due to the
lack of opportunities for college graduates in many rural areas. With fewer opportunities, it is not surprising
the case study communities do not attract or retain degreed residents.
Other factors contribute to this lack of attainment. Attachment to family, fear of leaving home, and a
devaluation of education are cultural factors that deter youth from leaving home to attend college.
Residents of many communities also report that students are often simply unprepared for college. This lack
of preparedness is not just academic. In many cases students excel academically, but cannot adapt to the
diverse and competitive culture found in many colleges and universities. High-achieving students could
benefit from improved pre-college preparations, including transitional or mentoring programs.
Perhaps more encouraging is the rise of Associate degree holders. In many study counties, the percentage
of residents holding Associates degrees has doubled since 1990 and community colleges have emerged as
important workforce development institutions. While this growth is substantial, even more may be needed.
Job training programs were identified by survey participants as the service most in need of improvement
and over 80% of respondents found it to be a “very likely” or “somewhat likely” barrier to growth.
Beyond educating residents, academic institutions also play a vital role as community partners. Throughout
this study, there was a high correlation between communities with academic partnerships and local success.
In many cases, academic partners are a driving force in promoting and implementing local development
efforts. While large public intuitions are important, it is also clear that small local institutions play a critical
role. Pikeville University, in Pikeville, KY, and Waynesburg University, in Waynesburg, PA, for example,
serve as community leaders in addressing important local needs.
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Local unniversity extennsion services provide an im
mportant link bbetween large research instiitutions and thhese
Appalachian communities. Extension personnel find themseelves in the uunique positioon of being bboth
overworrked and undeerutilized. Chronically underfunded, exteension personnel manage to perform a w
wide
range of
o tasks to asssist rural com
mmunities. Inn addition to agricultural aassistance, thhey also prom
mote
nutritionn, public healtth, and educattional reform. They lack the funding and sstaff, however, to conduct m
many
other neeeded tasks. Many are frusstrated, for exxample, that tthey cannot play a larger roole in community
planningg or large-scale development efforts. Moore could and should be donne to leveragee this network and
take advvantage of thiss local source of
o knowledge and expertise .
For many counties, addvancements in educational attainment brring risks and benefits. Outmigration andd the
so-calleed “brain drainn” are very reeal consequences of individdual achievem
ment. While soome opportuniities
exist forr college graduates in educaation and heallth care, otherrs realize few prospects in ttheir home couunty
and musst find emplooyment elsewhhere. The losss of these ressidents, oftenn referred to as “the best and
brightesst,” has an impportant economic and psychhological impaact on the com
mmunity. This ooutmigration rrobs
the com
mmunity of emerging leaders. At the samee time, howevver, these concerns must bee weighed agaainst
the factt that, while these young people do leave their hoome communiities, they doo find good jjobs
elsewheere, pay taxes, and raise fam
milies free from
m the welfare ssystem or otheer publicly suppported costs.
Of coursse, young peopple leave theirr home commuunities for reassons beyond w
work or educattion. While surrvey
participaants cited joobs as the main
m
source of outmigrattion, militaryy service, booredom, persoonal
relationships, and subbstance abuse were also idenntified as conttributing factoors.
Significaant outliers with
w this issuee come from South subregiion counties. As illustratedd in Figure 5--13,
Noxubeee County, MS,, listed crime and substancce abuse issues as likely reasons for yoouth leaving ttheir
county, while its cohoort, Lawrence County, AL, responded
r
thaat crime and ssubstance abuse were the least
likely reeasons. Each was
w well above and below, respectively, th e study averagge.
Figure 5-13:
5
Noxubee and Lawrencee County responses to why yooung adults m
might decide to leave their
county. (Not Likely=--5, Unsure=0, Likely=.5, Verry Likely=1)
Lawrence County
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Local stakeholders and focus group participants were particularly adamant about the lack of recreational
opportunities for young people. Survey participants agreed, with more than half finding youth programs to
be inadequate or poor. Programs in distressed counties were rated considerably worse than those in nondistressed areas.
Sports are an important activity for many youth and play a significant role in the community. Residents of
several communities, however, bemoaned the lack of non-sports activities for local youth. In many
communities, youth have little to do except “cruise” around town or gather in parking lots. This lack of
recreational activities not only contributes to outmigration, it also encourages substance abuse, vandalism,
and truancy. A lack of resources, however, prevents many communities from developing youth programs.
Perhaps the best success story of youth retention in this study is in Pendleton County, WV. There, local
service clubs that shared concerns about the dearth of recreational activities, banded together to construct
a community bowling alley - a facility that is now a popular family destination. The effort is not only a case
study in public recreation, but also a prime example of grassroots community leadership in action.

5.20 Social Capital
While the community survey was mostly designed to assess local capacities, services and economic
activities, it also included questions to help evaluate social capital. Social capital is defined as “the norms
and social relations embedded in the social structure of societies that enable people to coordinate action to
achieve desired goals.”125 Simply put, social capital is the glue that binds communities together. Social
capital is found in community groups, organizations, and efforts towards developing common goals.
Survey questions measured levels of community trust and cooperation, and assessed the strength of
community institutions, such as churches and civic groups. As seen in Figure 5-14, results varied somewhat
between subregions and according to economic status. In general, distressed counties in this study
exhibited similar levels of social capital than non-distressed counties, with responses to each question
within negligible range of each other. The only item in Figure 5-14 with a wider range of discrepancy than
all the others could be explained as an indication of the distressed counties’ overall lack of broadband
infrastructure and usage rather than an actual indication of social capital.
Most survey results are as one might expect, indicate the nature of rural lifestyles, perhaps reflective of the
ability of local governments to fund various initiatives, such as animal shelters, and residents being able to
support local arts groups, or having enough local demand for business cooperatives. Rural residents
responded highest to local election participation, and reported high rates of volunteerism and support to
community organizations.
Residents of non-distressed counties also exhibited more community pride. In general, however, most
participants expressed some level of pride and satisfaction in their community. However, one standout was
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Christiaan. Grootaert, “Social Capital: the Missing Link?” Social Capital Initiative, Working Paper No. 3, World Bank, 1998.
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Noxubeee County, MS, where no survvey participannts agreed stroongly that they were proud aand satisfied w
with
their com
mmunity and nearly
n
30% of participants expressed som e level of disaagreement with that statemeent.
Figure 5-14:
5
Survey reesponses to thee question, “Inn the last threee years, how ooften did you ddo the followinng
communnity activities??” (0=Never, 1=Rarely,
1
2=Soometimes, 3= Frequently)

5.21 County
C
Dataa and Assesssment
Based on the results of
o this study, it is clear thatt econometric or quantitativve data alone aare insufficiennt in
understaanding the trrue economicc landscape of
o Appalachia . Such data would tell uss nothing of the
anachronisms of Noxuubee County, MS,
M the achievvements of Moorgan County, OH, or the isoolation of Calhhoun
County, WV. Therefore, it is important that futuree evaluation oof counties shoould include a broader range of
indicatoors, including those
t
related to
t education and
a public heaalth. Likewise, discussions w
with a broad raange
of stakeeholders provved beneficial. In some caases, residentts contradicted statements made by puublic
officialss, while in other cases theey contributedd additional iinformation that proved necessary to ffully
understaand local condditions.
Residents and leaderss from several counties alsoo expressed a desire for more data abouut their respecctive
countiess. Many seemed surprised to see project statistics duri ng site visits and expressedd interest in m
more
information, includinng basic demoographic dataa. They also found comparisons with oother Appalachhian
countiess very helpful.
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ARC’s County Economic Status Classification System126 proved confusing and controversial among many
local stakeholders. Residents of many non-distressed counties felt the system did not accurately account
for local conditions or the cost of living. Some could not understand how their county could not be
considered distressed. Residents of distressed counties, in contrast, sometimes felt the classification
served as an additional stigma attached to their community and had a demoralizing affect. While they were
grateful for additional assistance, they were troubled at being singled out as a red county on a map.
In fact, the economic status classification system is a significant ARC initiative. This program succeeds in
channeling resources and attention to the region’s hardest-hit counties and helps the agency identify
funding priorities. The five county status designations (distressed, at risk, transitional, competitive, and
attainment) effectively demonstrate progress and success in the region. Yet, along with these benefits,
these designations can also create problems at the local or regional level.
Likewise, non-distressed designations can create a false sense of security or success. This is especially true
of “transitional” counties. All too often, transitional is seen as a sign of attainment. In reality, however,
transitional status is often quite tenuous and counties struggle to not transition back to distress. Residents
of Pendleton County, WV, for example, expressed surprise they were not distressed and felt the transitional
title belied their genuine status.
The designations also mask important distinctions among distressed counties. For some counties, such as
Morgan County, OH, distress seems to be temporary. These communities, while certainly experiencing
hardship, do not look nor feel like areas in deep distress. Other perennially distressed communities,
however, demonstrate deep levels of privation. The region’s poorest areas, places like Calhoun County, WV,
appear to be a world removed from the rest of the region and perhaps deserve additional recognition.

5.22 Industry Clusters Strategies and Economic Growth
In this study we broadly defined industry clusters as a group of businesses involved in the provision of raw
materials, the production of intermediate goods and services, and the distribution of final products to
consumer or other economic sectors. Thus, a task for local planners and policy makers is to determine how
their counties are positioned to withstand challenging economic times in terms of sustained job growth,
business retention or expansion, and real income or job earnings growth given the presence of certain
industries. Some industries may positively contribute to local economic growth, but in other instances the
presence of a given sector may be a draw on limited resources that could slow growth.
Take, for example, the recent natural gas boom in Appalachia. What may be difficult for local residents to
understand is that while expectations of extraordinary revenues from natural gas extraction may continue in
the short to medium-run, these “boom times” are rarely permanent. While unlikely in the near future,
declines in the real price of energy could occur for a variety of reasons, leaving counties that have directed
limited resources towards developing their natural gas resources, they may become at-risk in terms of
126
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competitiveness in other basic economic sectors. Natural gas is also a non-renewable resource; when the
marginal value of extraction is greater than the market price, extraction companies may relocate operations
outside the county. This scenario is a classic example of “Dutch Disease,” so-named by Corden and
Neary,127 as they describe the de-industrialization of the Netherlands following the deflation of a natural
gas boom in that country.
This sequence of events is not new to Appalachia, as declining communities once dependent on logging,
mining, or other extractive industries are typical throughout Appalachia, and neither are the steps
communities can take to decrease the odds of spiraling into these types of non-renewable resource traps.
As the construction of new hotels and the expansion of business support services expand in the wake of
local efforts to develop extraction sector, counties prospering from the boom should also focus on
developing local human and social capacity to position the community for a future when the excitement
over the resource deposits has waned. Developing these so-called “soft” assets could provide individuals
with the skills to increase their competiveness in the absence of the boom and potentially increase the
attractiveness of the community from the perspective of outside investment opportunities.
In our regression analysis, rural counties with both higher proportions of creative capital and richer
entrepreneurial contexts (as measured by either the rate of self-employment or the number establishments
per job) typically enjoy faster business establishment and job growth, and the beneficial effects of this
synergy tends to increase with the prevalence of local outdoor amenities. And, while limited in scope in
terms of the time period analyzed, the secondary data analysis of industry clustering shows some potential
for certain economic sectors of the region (Appendix 7.5.2, for a detailed summary).
The growth potential stemming from the clusters analyzed in this study appear to be associated with hightech sectors or involved in the production of intermediate goods. While this may be encouraging for
counties with established economic bases suitable for attracting and retaining businesses which make up
these sectors, caution should be used by local leaders in terms of picking “winner industries” in the hopes
of becoming competitive with neighboring counties who have been successful in attracting businesses.
As with any clustered developed strategy, careful measurement of the local assets communities have in
place must be put in perspective in terms of social and human capital, geography, and even local history.
Without precedence for attracting certain industries, the odds of doing so in the future may be lower
without the necessary infrastructure, talent, or connections to other economic centers of influence.

5.23 Conclusion
It is tempting to believe that there is a secret formula to economic recovery. All too often, even among
development professionals, there is a herd mentality when it comes to development strategies. One
county’s success with a development approach is soon regarded as a universal best practice, as if every
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county could be saved with the addition of a new road, an industrial park, an airport, a museum, a new road,
a heritage tour, a new golf course, or whatever else that happened to have worked elsewhere in the past.
In reality, however, the development process is rarely this simple. As this study shows, all counties are
unique and face complex obstacles and issues. This uniqueness and complexity undermines cookie-cutter
solutions and makes silver-bullet strategies inherently implausible. In many cases, the distinctions
between distressed and non-distressed counties are relatively minor. While deliberate strategies play an
important role in the development process, successful counties often benefit from location and local
resources, along with a little luck. Therefore, understanding local resources and assets is key to developing
individualized development plans to grow local jobs and attract good employers.
In the end, people make the difference. Good leaders, good schools, and a skilled and healthy workforce
are among the most important resources a community can hold. Even a small group of committed and wise
residents can have a lasting impact on local development. Morgan County, OH, and Pendleton Counties, WV,
for example, both are being energized and revitalized through the efforts of modest local organizations.
Investments in people through things like better schools, leadership programs, modern technology tools,
job training and other human development efforts are thus a vital element in any development strategy.
Although the ten counties in this study are quite diverse, the comparison of these Appalachian communities
indicates a number of important trends that either promote or hinder economic growth. Among these
common trends are the following:
•

Extensive economic progress has been made in Appalachia. The region today is a world removed from
the one Lyndon Johnson visited in 1964. Access and living standards are markedly improved, even in
the poorest regions. Leaders of all ten counties acknowledge ARC’s role in this progress, particularly
the agency’s contributions to road and infrastructure improvements.

•

While traditional infrastructure has improved significantly, the region’s digital infrastructure is a
significant obstacle for many communities. Improvements in Internet access are necessary to promote
economic growth. At the same time, they are also needed to reduce feelings of isolation and to ensure
full participation in regional and national dialogs.

•

Leadership plays a critical role in community success. Identification and development of new leaders is
clearly a high priority for the region. It is also clear that, while leaders are important, it does not take a
large number of them to have an impact. This report has shown examples in which a small but dedicated
group of dedicated and well-informed residents can have a significant impact on a community’s
development.

•

ARC projects and policies have had a significant impact on the economy of the region, particularly at
the subregional or multi-county level. The impact of the agency’s development strategies at the local
level, however, is less clear. Many local development strategies are home-grown efforts, created
without ARC support and maintained with local resources on a shoestring budget. Modest levels of
assistance to help support these efforts could yield favorable results.
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•

Location plays a significant role in the development of a community and is an important factor in
regional development strategies. These approaches, however, appear to be predicated on an
assumption of affordable transportation. Rising fuels costs and flat wages threaten to undermine these
strategies and may further increase unemployment and outmigration.

•

Persistent cultural traits continue to serve as a barrier in many areas. Aversion to risk, fear of failure,
and willful isolation serve to deter entrepreneurship and investment. Racism and antiquated racial
divisions perpetuate an image of backwardness and help undermine significant investments in
infrastructure.

•

Many counties have benefitted from good planning and well developed and coordinated development
strategies. Avery County’s (NC) tourism strategy, Morgan County’s (OH) knowledge-based approach, or
Pike County’s (KY) energy initiatives are examples of these plans. As often as not, however, counties
move forward with no comprehensive strategy in place. While small piecemeal strategies are
implemented, growth is often due more to luck than any intentional design. For many counties, the
lesson is to discover gas reserves, get a military base, build a prison, or have rockets built in the next
county over.

•

Academic partnerships appear to be a common thread amongst well-performing counties. Communities
with strong academic partners enjoy significant benefits and operate at a tremendous competitive
advantage. Colleges and universities provide affordable expertise, legitimacy, and energetic and
inexpensive student assistance. More should be done to encourage and promote such partnerships.

•

There is no level playing field for the region’s poorest and most isolated counties. Mechanisms
designed to assist these counties, such as Local Development Districts, are inconsistent in the quality
and breadth of their services. While most LDDs provide invaluable services, some appear to be remote
or disengaged. These counties are further hampered by their lack of political clout, inadequate local
technical capacity, and an inability to raise matching funds. The reality is clear - communities with
resources continue to get resources; those without often do not.

•

Coal continues to cast a heavy shadow over the entire region and dominates both the economy and the
culture of the Central subregion. There, coal has been elevated from an industry to a way of life and the
coal miner serves as an iconic folk hero. While this culture provides a sense of community
cohesiveness, it also breeds a defensiveness that masks or suppresses many harsh realities. The future
of eastern coal production is finite and these communities must prepare for the post-coal era in order
to prevent an economic collapse.

•

Health care is not only an important community service, it is also a major industry. In many lowresource communities health care is the second largest employer, just after the school system. The
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status of this important industry is precarious and a source of major concern to local officials. Proposed
reforms, funding cuts, and the inability to recruit and retain physicians and dentists threaten the
stability of this essential economic sector, and lack of quality services is a detriment to growth.
•

Substance abuse, welfare dependency, and racial issues continue to plague the region and serves as
persistent barriers to economic progress. These issues also perpetuate negative stereotype of the
region and distort the region’s significant achievements. There are no simple solutions to the cultural
issues. The closest thing to the proverbial “silver bullet” is education. Investments in education pay
clear dividends and should be a priority throughout the region. Educational progress, however, is
dependent on effective leadership, efficient administration, and the equitable distribution of
resources.

•

Outmigration is a regional reality and is likely to continue to plague remote and isolated areas. This
sustained drain of people and resources makes it difficult, if not impossible, for these areas to grow.
Advances in educational attainment and the rise of regional employment and commerce centers only
serve to increase this slow exodus. Combating this trend, however, raises difficult questions. Should
public resources be used to try to keep dying communities viable or should policy makers accept the
reality of outmigration and attempt instead to mitigate negative consequences?
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